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Vehicle access to properties will be maintained as
much as possible however there may be

temporary periods when we must close areas off
completely. You'll always be able to access your

home.

Highway repairs and maintenance

You may need to park your car elsewhere
if you need regular access to it, especially if
we need to access drains or lamp columns.

Keep to a low speed when approaching the
work area and follow the guidance on the

signs or from the site operatives.

Access for fire engines, police vehicles and
ambulances will be maintained at all times.

Got a question?

We'll be doing works in your area soon, here's what you need to know.

All planned works for MK including our own are listed on one.network. All works are
subject to weather conditions and may be rescheduled if needed.



Our staff will wear ID and branded PPE. They do
not cold call or offer any services for your

property. Any individuals claiming to do this
should be reported to Trading Standards.

If the dates change we'll let you know what the
new ones are using the yellow scheme notice

boards. We may have to reschedule if the
weather conditions are poor. 

Although it's a work site and heavy machinery will
be noisy, we'll do our best to keep it to a minimum.

Please reschedule any deliveries to your property
during the time the site is in operation if access is

restricted.
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We'll be doing works in your area soon, here's what you need to know.

Highway repairs and maintenance

All planned works for MK including our own are listed on one.network. 
All works are subject to weather conditions and may be rescheduled if needed.


